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 The journey will take you through varied landscapes, ancient temples and mysterious caverns filled with traps and deadly creatures to face. Also included in the DLC is the new main quest chain “The Secret of the Temples”, a series of side quests to unlock more treasures and a completely new area for your hero to explore! The DLC is available for all current owners of The Legend of Zelda: Breath
of the Wild on Nintendo Switch, on the same day as the game’s worldwide launch. ■Expansion Pack Enhancements A number of additions and changes have been made to enhance the game experience. Alongside the new main quest, the new area, “The Secret of the Temples”, and a selection of side quests, the following items are included in the Expansion Pack: Temple of Horus Additional Tree
Seeds A new Jewel for use as a Reward The Temple of Horus contains the Shrine to Hestia, the home of the goddess Hestia. If you want to hear the call of the goddess for the first time, all you need to do is make the journey to the temple. Its main shrine will host a new side quest, The Goddess' Calling, and you can also read it in the Temple of Hestia's guidebook. Additionally, in the Temple of

Hestia, there is a special chest for the Jewel of the Nile, a weapon that boosts the Resistance stat, which is obtainable by completing the new Temple of Isis side quest, The Temple Guardian's Challenge. Nibori Forest A new area has been added to the game world, the Nibori Forest. The Nibori Forest is a large and lush area where you can find additional trees that grant characters greater abilities. The
Gibba tribe live in the forest and hold festivals in honor of the goddess Heimat, where they share their food and wealth. Unfortunately, it seems that the Nibori Forest is home to some dangerous predators. Nemean Lion The Nemean Lion is a ferocious predator that lives in the forest. If you don't leave the area immediately, you risk becoming its next meal. There are a few important characters that

will be able to assist you in the forest and prevent you from becoming the lion's next meal. The Gibba tribe's leader Gahana has inherited the Lion Key and can protect you from the lion. The lion is not alone; there are also Nibori Fl 82157476af
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